
 

 

C U R R I C U L U M   V I T A E 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 

 MNENE LYDIA MAVALE 

 Mobile: +971529294757/ +254704240023 

lydiamavale@yahoo.com 

Skype: valery.mavale 

 23rd August 1980 

Kenyan (Female) 

 Kiswahili & English 

 UAE & Kenyan Driving License 

 Available Immediately (Visit Visa) 

 

OBJECTIVE & ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

To work in a field and position that demands initiative, share interpersonal skills, 

Building teamwork in the organization, thereby achieving quality productivity for my 

employer and help harness and utilize the range of my skills, talents and other abilities to 

my full capacity. Always achieving set targets. 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

 

COLLEGE EDUCATION        : 2001-2002, Regional Center for Tourism and 

Foreign Languages (sales & marketing)  

 

1999-2000, Augastana College (Pre-University) 

 

SECONDARY EDUCATION   :  1995-1998 KCSE  

  

PRIMARY EDUCATION       : 1986-1994   KCPE  

          
  

mailto:lydiamavale@yahoo.com


 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

LA BONITA BEAUTY CENTER 

OPERATIONS MANAGER 

15/11/2016 to Date (current) 

- Successfully managed spa team and client complains, increased the efficiency and 
productivity of team to exceed and beat the targets, as well as delivered exceptional customer 
service. 
-Directed and encouraged team, conducted evaluations and training, fulfilled financial 
responsibilities, ensured the smooth day-to-day operations, in addition generated weekly 
reports. 
-Hiring staff, coaching, training and development, deal with suppliers, introduce new 

treatments, pricing. 

-Participate in beauty world held in Dubai, and launch outdoor activities like grooming 

talks for schools. 

 

THE NAILS SPA DUBAI (Aviation Club in Jumeira Creek Hotel) 

Spa In charge 
24/08/2014 to 31/08/2016 

Duty and Responsibilities 
-Oversaw and examined spa to check the quality, provided KPI assessment, and organized     
the inventory. 
-Successfully managed spa team and client complains, increased the efficiency and 
productivity of team to exceed and beat the targets, as well as delivered exceptional customer 
service. 
-Directed and encouraged team, conducted evaluations and training, fulfilled financial 
responsibilities, ensured the smooth day-to-day operations, in addition generated weekly 
reports. 

 

Mosaic Spa (Abu Dhabi) 

Spa Incharge 
01/08/2012 to 30/12/2013 
-Oversaw and examined spa to check the quality and organized the inventory. 
-Successfully managed spa team increased productivity of team, delivered exceptional 
customer service. 
-Financial responsibilities, ensured the smooth day-to-day operations, generated weekly 
reports. 
 



 

 

Raffles Hotel Dubai  

Spa Receptionist 
19/03/2012 to 26/07/2012 

Duty and Responsibilities 

-Efficiently performed sales, executed the spa bookings, and delivered high levels of customer 

service. 
-Corresponded and communicated the appointments; ensured the accuracy of transactions 
and billings. 
-Received the guests to the spa, supplied important information, sold spa products, 
entertained guests, answered to telephone calls and provided general information as 
required. 

 

Nivea Haus Dubai (Spa) 

Senior Sales Executive/ Beauty Consultant 
24/12/2008 to 24/12/ 2011 

Duties and responsibilities 
-Presented new products and treatments to the customers and delivered product training to 
the staff. 
-Examined stock inventory reports on arrival, produced stock order list and created products 
display. 
-Maximized the sales, achieved and exceeded the targets, accountable for merchandising on 
a daily basis and accomplished all the duties related to customer care and administration. 

 

Real Concepts Advertising Agency 

Sales & Marketing Assistant Manager 
1/03/2001 to 31/01/2008 

Duties and responsibilities    
-Competently managed all the marketing requirements of the company; pitched for 
advertisements by going to advertising companies and provided models, wardrobe and make 
up. 
-Organized the launch of Dark & Lovely Products and Keringet Mineral Water, handled 
promotions for Beiersdorf Nivea products, and supervised the promotions for Coca-Cola and 
road shows. 
-Nominated the best models and promotional girls, planned the exhibitions, launched new 
products, prearranged promotions for Unilever products and submitted reports of 
promotions and events. 
 



 

 

 

HOBBIES 

Zumba, swimming, running, poetry,dancing,cooking, travelling. 

 
Qualification 

 

Sales & Marketing, Regional Center for Tourism & Foreign Languages, 2002 

Augastana College, 2000 | KCSE, 1998 | KCPE, 1994 
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